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Study visit in Poland 18-21 June 

From 18th to 21st June study visit of ENWRA (European Network for Women in Rural Areas) 

project took place in Poland. The partners came from Cyprus, Germany, Hungary, Northern 

Ireland, Spain and Turkey – total of 35 people.  

Meeting was organized by foundation Woman in the Region from Tenczynek (in Krzeszowice 

community, near Krakow). Our goal was to show our partners the largest number of good 

practices. Introduce them active women that run on different areas: art, ecology, culture 

and business. Also presentation the work of NGOs in Poland.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Day 1: Thursday,  18th June  

The visit began on Thursday evening, shared coffee and visiting Kazimierz – old, jewish 
district. Today this is one of the major tourist attractions of Krakow and an important center 
of cultural life of the city.  The first night Partners spent in a hotel in Krakow. 
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Day 2:Friday, 19th June  

Friday we started with a tour of the main square of Krakow. Although the weather was not 

conducive, we had a nice time admiring the largest market in Europe. 

From Krakow we went to Nietoperzowa Cave in Jerzmanowice for a meeting with the 

Ecotourism Association “Ostaniec”. They showed us the cave and shared knowledge and 

experience on how to conduct this type of business. 

 

After lunch in the tavern we went to our 

community - Krzeszowice to meet with the 

city officials. 

The mayor - Waclaw Gregorczyk welcomed 

the guests and Agata Grela gave a 

presentation on the activities of NGOs in the 

community Krzeszowice and local 

government cooperation with the third 

sector. 
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Next part of the visit was to trip to Nowa Góra to Agnieszka Cywioska. Agnieszka since five 

years earning for a living by her passion, which is creating pottery. The hostess told us about 

her work, passion, and if is it hard, to live from selling art. 

 

 

 

 Friday evening we spent at 

Artemida's Rancho, also in Nowa 

Gora, where Barbara Kubina - 

Sobaoska runs a horse stud and 

offers organization of special events.  

It was an evening full of attractions: 

suckling pig roasted over a slow fire, 

tasting homemade cottage cheeses 

and breads prepared by Małgorzata 

Łabaj, horseback riding, and a lot of 

conversations, integration and fun till 

late evening. 
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Day 3: Saturday, 20th June 

On Saturday morning we went to Tenczynek for a meeting with Beata Kuźnik - yoga studio 

owner, enterprising women, an artist who also works in the field of ceramics, creating 

handicrafts. 

Another point of our program was a meeting with representatives of non-governmental 

organizations operating in Krzeszowice: Association of Women with oncologic problems 

"Amazonki" represented by Grażyna Piotrowska, Intervention Team of Interpersonal 

Assistance which president is Teresa Piekara, and Dorota Seta who representing self-help 

group the families of disabled children. The ladies told about their jobs, how they work and 

what barriers must defeat on their way. Partners listening to speeches with great attention, 

asking a lot of questions.  Also groups made contacts predicting further cooperation.  

After the meeting, was a conference during which partners discussed about issues related to 

the project. 
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In the evening it was time for the main attraction of the entire stay -IV Midsummer Night in 

Tenczynek. Delegations had the opportunity to observe how the NGO is preparing a party 

inspired by tradition, place and history. The afternoon began with a tour of the newly 

opened brewery in Tenczynek. Under the supervision of the director Piotr Dusza, we could 

learn a lot about the history of this place and how the local beer will be produced. 

There were many attractions for all participants of the event: workshops (handicrafts, 

archaeological, pottery, and art), concerts of folk bands Kachol from Krakow and Tabor from 

Podhale.  

The culminating point of the event was, like every year, a march with lights and music to the 

Staw Wrooski, where was a fire show. 
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Day 4: Sunday, 21st June 

The last day of the visit we spent at the Ethnographic Museum in Wygielzów. Partners could 

listen to folk music, sample local dishes, see how to prepare prażuchy, how ensiling of 

cabbage rite looks like. Elżbieta Augustynek told us many interesting things about herbs and 

their use in the kitchen and medicine.  

Unfortunately, Sunday was a day of goodbyes. Guests from different parts of Europe 

returned to their countries. Those who remained with us longer, went on a short trip to the 

Tęczyn castle in Rudno. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We hope that all partners are satisfied to visit in Poland. We were very pleased to welcome you all. 

During the entire project, we learned a lot from each other, we have gained valuable experience that 

we can use in further work in our communities. 


